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311 You said that Yueyue’s instructor’s surname is Bo? 

Imperial Palace entertainment club. 

The school was closed off during the military training period. Han Yina asked LAN 
xinmei to find a way to get out. She followed the LAN family’s Platinum Card and got 
into the seal Palace. sister xinmei ... 

“If you have something to say, just say it.” LAN xinmei’s soft lips parted slightly. 

She was wearing a pink dress that accentuated her fair skin. Her fingers, which were 
covered in exquisite red cream, were holding a cocktail. She took a sip elegantly and 
occasionally chatted with the director beside her. 

Han Yina bit her lip lightly. sister xinmei, Imperial University’s freshmen welcoming party 
will be held the night after tomorrow. Our company’s classmates are especially fond of 
you. Can you come as an external helper? ” 

Hearing this, LAN Xin Mei’s soft lips slightly curved up. 

She lowered her eyes and took a sip of her wine. She chuckled helplessly and said, ” 
did you brag in front of your classmates again? ” 

Han Yina was too embarrassed to look up after her thoughts were exposed. 

She lowered her head and looked at the arm in. cast. A trace of resentment flashed in 
her eyes. it’s all because that Shi qinglan provoked me, so I ... 

“Who did you say?” LAN xinmei cast a sidelong glance at her. 

Han Yina pursed her lips. Shi qinglan, she’s my roommate. We’re both from the Imperial 
University Medical School. 

Hearing this, LAN xinmei’s eyes glowed. 

She couldn’t help but chuckle. Oh. it’s Lan Lan. I didn’t expect you to be in the same 
class ... Do you know who she is?” 

“Who could she be?” Han Yina felt that it was all out of the blue. 



LAN xinmei immediately understood that han Yina still did not know Shi qinglan’s 
identity, and Shi qinglan probably had not been exposed in Imperial University. 
However, she had made a name for herself and was now annoying. 

“Tell me what’s going on,” LAN xinmei said in a gentle voice. 

So, han Yina seduced Shi qinglan.|She told him about how she seduced instructor Bo 
and broke her arm. She also wanted to show off at the freshmen welcoming party. 

LAN xinmei raised her lips. you said that your instructor’s surname is Bo? ” 

“Yes,” Han Yina nodded. but I only know that his surname is Bo. I don’t know which unit 
he’s in or what rank he’s in. 

LAN xinmei casually swirled her wine glass. 

The director beside her wanted to talk to her, but she temporarily declined in a gentle 
voice. She looked sideways at han Yina and said, ” so, you want me to be an external 
help to suppress Shi qinglan’s limelight? ” 

“Also ... You can also say that.” 

Han Yina said coquettishly, ” after all, sister xinmei is the most popular young female 
celebrity in the entertainment industry in recent years. Many of our classmates are your 
fans. Didn’t you surprise them with your appearance? ” 

LAN xinmei didn’t want to lower herself to participate in the school’s activities. 

However, when han Yina mentioned Shi qinglan and Bo Yucheng, she immediately 
changed her mind. then I’ll help you with this. 

Han Yina did not expect her to be so easy to talk to. 

Her eyes widened slightly and she covered her mouth in surprise. Oh my God, sister 
xinmei, you’re too good to me! 

“It’s you who boasted to your classmates first. If I didn’t go, how would you have 
covered it up?” LAN xinmei tapped her nose. 

Han Yina smiled, a little embarrassed. 

She clutched her clothes with both hands and whispered, ” then ... Sister xinmei, can 
you please invite your friend qingyue to join us?” 

Hearing this, a cold glint faintly flashed across LAN xinmei’s eyes. 



She frowned slightly and asked, ” how did you know that qingyue is my friend? ” Very 
few people in the circle know about this.” 

There was no trace of guilt in her clear and gentle eyes. 

Puzzled. han Yina said, ” you were the one who told me about it. When qingyue 
released her new album ... You gave me an album and said that you kept it for her as a 
friend.” 

LAN xinmei nodded her head in realization. I see. You see, I’ve forgotten about it. It’s 
mainly because this matter is considered a secret in the circle. I subconsciously thought 
that I’ve never told anyone. 

She wanted to give that album to LAN Chu before ... 

Of course, han Yina didn’t think much of it. After all, although celebrities looked 
glamorous, they were busy and firm. It was normal for rich people to forget such details. 

“Then ... Will that do?” Han Yina tried to ask. 

She could not help but break out in a cold sweat. you two are such good friends. She 
should be willing, right? ” 

Most importantly, the students were looking forward to qingyue ... 

She had mentioned qingyue on impulse at that time. Now that she was here to beg LAN 
xinxuan, she could not help but feel a little uneasy, for fear that she would be slapped in 
the face. 

I’m indeed on good terms with qingyue ... 

LAN xinmei pursed her lips and said, ” but as you know, qingyue has a weird 
personality. Even her manager can’t get her to take on jobs. It’s up to her whether she’s 
willing to accompany me or not. 

Upon hearing this, han Yina’s heart skipped a beat ... 

She felt that he was implying that it would be difficult to invite qingyue and that she 
should not have too much hope. 

“I’ll try.” LAN xinxuan said with great difficulty. 

Han Yina’s eyes lit up instantly. If it were not for the fact that there were other people in 
the room, she would have screamed excitedly, ” sister xinmei, you’re the best! I’ll 
definitely repay you in the future!” 



LAN xinmei’s eyes were faintly cold. 

She knew that han Yina had faked her identity as a rich girl and that she could not 
expect anything in return from her. However, she had such an ordinary and ordinary 
friend by her side ... 

She always felt that she could make herself look more noble. 

Occasionally giving her some insignificant help could satisfy his vanity. Anyway, there 
was no loss. 

“It’s late, you should go back to school.” The coldness in LAN xinmei’s eyes quickly 
disappeared. 

Han Yina quickly nodded. LAN xinxuan called her driver and asked him to send her 
back to Imperial University. 

“Miss LAN, that person just now was ...” A director couldn’t help but gossip with a smile 
after they finished talking. 

... 

LAN xinmei chuckled, ” she’s someone I know in the circle of the rich and powerful in 
the capital. I’ve been friends with her since before I left the sect. 

The director nodded in realization ... The friends of rich young ladies were indeed all 
rich young ladies. 

.. 

The sun was scorching, and sweat poured down like rain. 

The green Army marched in an orderly manner on the field, and their loud slogans 
resounded through the blue sky. The military training parade had ended, and it could be 
considered to have put an end to the university’s military training. 

The afternoon was the time for each company to prepare for the freshmen welcoming 
party. 

The students of sixth company gathered around han Yina. Yina, how are things on your 
side? Did goddess qingyue agree to it?” 

“Yeah, I’ve been on edge these days! The matter of us getting celebrity external help 
has already spread on Weibo ... I don’t know who leaked it, but I was really afraid that 
she wouldn’t come.” 



if qingyue doesn’t come, our company will be slapped in the face ... 

the company next door has been ridiculing us for a long time. They’ve been making fun 
of us every day, but we’re not sure if qingyue will come. I can’t say anything about their 
jealousy. I feel guilty. 

Han Yina smiled and replied, ” anyway, sister xinmei has already promised me. She’s 
so close to goddess qingyue, so there’s a high chance that the two of them will attend 
the event together, right? ” 

... 

312 Chapter 312-the paranoid Mr. Bo is here to expose me again 

Han Yina’s tone was very certain. After hearing this, the students heaved a sigh of 
relief, and their suspended hearts also fell back into their stomachs. 

Only LAN Chu’s pink lips twitched. even if goddess qingyue is really here, it has nothing 
to do with han Yina ... 

However, the girl’s mumbling was very soft, and no one heard her. Only pan wanye 
looked at her indifferently. 

Imperial University was open to the public today ... 

The school hall was huge. It had a three-story design that was similar to that of a 
theater and could accommodate tens of thousands of people. When many media outlets 
heard that LAN xinxuan and qingyue would be there, they squeezed their way through 
their connections to get the admission tickets. 

Some parents were also invited, and there were also seniors who had gotten tickets 
through the Student Union or the club Union. 

After the military parade, everyone was free to move around. 

After all, there was a Grand performance in the evening, and the students needed time 
to go out and rent clothes and buy props, so the access control was lifted. 

.. 

The Shi Corporation. 

Shi qingan was dressed in a black tuxedo with black pants that accentuated his long 
legs. His white shirt was buttoned up properly, and the wine-red bow tie around his neck 
accentuated his elegant and Noble aura. 



He had deliberately styled his hair today, put on hair wax, and changed his leather 
shoes into a new pair that had no creases on the back of his feet. 

He looked like a Peacock spreading its tail ... 

“Brother, what do you think of my image today?” 

Shi qingan raised her chin slightly, a gentle smile on her lips as she adjusted her bow 
tie. 

Shi qingqiao sized him up with a complicated expression. what event are you attending 
today? ” A blind date?” 

Hearing this, Shi qingan’s smile instantly fell. 

He raised his hand to wipe his wax-sprayed hair and shook the back of his tuxedo. what 
blind date? ” he asked. My goddess qingyue is attending the freshmen welcoming party 
at Imperial University today!” 

Shi qingqiao narrowed her eyes and looked at him. 

He sized up Shi qingan’s style with extreme seriousness and pursed his thin lips. so ... 
What’s the difference between this and a blind date?” 

Shi qingan fell into a strange silence. 

Shi qingan felt that he had no way of refuting her. 

However, he still put on a bright smile and showed his beautiful white teeth. brother, do 
you think qingyue will like someone like me? Or do you like the style of an overbearing 
President?” 

As he spoke, he suddenly became serious and cleared his throat. 

One of his hands slipped into his suit pocket, and the slightly folded sleeves of his suit 
were rolled up with his movements, revealing a luxurious watch. 

He pursed his lips slightly and looked serious. With his passable acting skills, he acted 
like a domineering CEO ... 

I’d advise you not to have any designs on qingyue. 

Shi qingshang’s eyes turned cold. He poured more water into the thermos cup filled with 
goji tea, not wanting to talk to his stinky brother. 

However, Shi qingan, as the best Actor, did not let the show fall apart ... 



He turned around to look at himself in the mirror. He deliberately moved closer to look at 
his makeup. His pores were fine and delicate. He was perfect. 

“I might not be coming home tonight.” 

Shi qingan felt like she was floating. I’m going to spend a night with goddess qingyue. 
She’s so handsome that I’m going to fall in love! 

Shi qingxuan’s hand, which was holding the thermos, suddenly trembled. 

He pursed his lips and looked deeply at Shi qingan. Then, he raised his wrist to look at 
the time. There was still time. It seemed like he had to pack up and go to the school to 
save his sister. 

.. 

At the same time, in the clear water Pavilion. 

Shi qinglan’s back was gently pressed against the bedroom wall. Bo Li Cheng 
supported himself with one arm against the wall, his long body pressing down on her 
domineeringly. 

He lowered his head slightly and moved closer to the girl. When he breathed, he 
couldn’t help but breathe out hot air that lingered between the two people who were 
very close. 

“You have a performance tonight, huh?” 

Bo Yucheng gently pinched the girl’s chin and lifted her face in an overbearing manner, 
his hoarse voice tinged with a hint of seduction. 

Shi qinglan’s beautiful eyes flickered and she looked up in confusion. 

“What performance?” She pretended to be innocent and blinked her eyes. don’t you 
know about our company’s program? Han Yina invited LAN xinxuan and qingyue. What 
does that have to do with me?” 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng let out a low and hoarse chuckle. 

He didn’t expect that since she didn’t admit it the last time he exposed her, the little girl’s 
acting was still quite good when he tried to worm information out of her. 

“It has nothing to do with you?” Bo Yicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly, and his eyes 
moved even closer. then you’ll sit next to me during the performance tonight. Don’t even 
think of leaving me for a second. 



Of course, Shi qinglan would not agree to his request. 

She pouted her red lips and put her arm on the man’s shoulder. don’t think I don’t know 
that your instructor has an instructor seat. He won’t sit with us students. 

Bo Li Cheng’s long and narrow eyes slightly raised. 

There was a flirtatious light in his deep eyes, and he said in a low voice, ” but I can go to 
the student seats. 

Shi qinglan was speechless. She was speechless. 

Why was it so difficult for her to hide an identity? did this guy have a hobby of exposing 
her identity? 

“Alright, I won’t force you.” Bo Li Cheng chuckled in a low voice. 

That extremely magnetic laughter slowly flowed into the girl’s ears, causing her heart to 
involuntarily tremble. 

However, just as Shi qinglan was about to heave a sigh of relief, she heard the man 
say, ” but, I have to give you a little punishment. 

... 

As her voice fell, Bo Li Cheng suddenly lowered his head and kissed her neck. 

“Bo Li Cheng, what are you doing!” Shi qinglan’s eyes widened slightly. She put her 
hand between the two of them and pushed them lightly twice to no avail. 

It was only until he was satisfied with Bo Li Cheng that he slowly straightened his body 
... 

His fingers gently rubbed the strawberry on his neck, and a dark light flashed in his 
eyes. Lan Lan won’t be performing on stage. No one will find out if you plant a 
strawberry on your neck. 

Shi qinglan was speechless. 

I. Go. To. Your. Grandpa! 

The girl stomped on the man’s leather shoes in anger and embarrassment. Then, she 
picked up her small bag and left in a Huff. 

Bo Zhicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly. He caressed his lips with his fingers, and the 
faint smile in his eyes became more obvious. 



Shi qinglan had already made an appointment with Nan zhiyue. 

She put on her sunglasses and mask, took a taxi and went directly to Star Sky 
Entertainment. The only makeup artist who knew her true appearance, little Wei, had 
already prepared her cosmetics, mask, and dress and was waiting for her in the 
company. 

“Sister qingyue, please have a seat.” Xiao Wei smiled. 

... 

She had always felt honored to be Qing Yue’s personal makeup artist, especially since 
she was the third person in the world to know Qing Yue’s true appearance ... She 
couldn’t be happier. 

“Yes.” Shi qinglan responded softly and sat down. 

Nan zhiyue was also sitting next to her and playing with her mobile phone in boredom. 
When she saw her, she casually raised her eyes. 

“Sister qingyue, are you still wearing your makeup?” Xiao Wei asked out of habit and 
then gathered the girl’s hair behind her. 

Shi qinglan responded softly. Xiao Wei was about to put on her makeup, but when she 
saw the Hickey on Shi qinglan’s neck, her eyes widened like copper bells. sister 
qingyue! ‘This ...’ This is ...” 

313 I heard that someone claimed to be my friend? 

Shi qinglan’s eyes flickered. 

She raised her head slightly and looked at herself in the mirror. The strawberry that Bo 
Li Cheng had planted for her before he left was shining brightly on her fair neck! 

Nan jiyue also looked at her when she heard the voice ... 

Although she was also single, she was not as pure as Xiao Wei. She glanced at her and 
suddenly realized what was going on. 

“I’m fine.” Nan zhiyue narrowed her peach blossom eyes lazily. your sister qingyue was 
bitten by a dog. Just cover it up with Foundation. 

Xiao Wei bit her lip. but ... Besides, sister qingyue is wearing a tube top evening dress. I 
can’t guarantee that I won’t be able to see any of it. ” 

Nan zhiyue’s Fox-like eyes raised slightly. 



She leaned in to admire Bo Li Cheng’s masterpiece and could not help but tutted twice. 
this dog bites quite ruthlessly, ha ... 

Shi qinglan’s beautiful eyes squinted as she raised her hand to cover her neck. 

She knew that Bo Yucheng had done it on purpose, but she couldn’t stop him in that 
kind of situation. are there any other styles of gowns? ” 

Nan zhiyue crossed her arms in front of her and rolled her eyes. 

She pouted her red lips. Madam, you haven’t come to the company in hundreds of 
years. How can there be evening dresses in your size here? even if there are, they’re 
worn by other celebrities. 

Qingyue’s status as an international diva was way too high. 

It was impossible for her to wear an evening dress worn by other celebrities. Otherwise, 
the reporters would dig out the truth that night, and there might even be some big drama 
that didn’t exist. 

don’t tie her hair up. Try your best to cover her. There’s no other way. Nan zhiyue 
shrugged her shoulders. 

Even if she had the time to buy a new dress now ... 

It was summer, and she couldn’t find any high-collared evening dress that could cover 
such an obvious place like the neck. 

“I’ll try then ...” Xiao Wei was in a difficult position. 

Xiao Wei lowered her head and carefully helped Shi qinglan with her makeup. Then, 
she did her hair, put on her mask, and changed into her dress. Nan jiyue accompanied 
Shi qinglan to the car ... 

At Imperial University. 

The media had long heard that LAN xinxuan and qingyue would attend the freshmen 
welcoming party of Imperial University. It was said that they were invited by a medical 
student. This was undoubtedly a shocking revelation to them! 

As a result, they were already waiting by the side of the road, and the fans were also 
excited and looking forward to helping. 

“Squeak-” 

A luxurious nanny van suddenly stopped outside the school gate. 



The media immediately swarmed over. The assistant opened the car door with a 
parasol. LAN xinxuan, dressed in a pink evening dress, got out of the car and looked at 
the reporters with a gentle smile. 

Celebrities had long been used to the camera and the flash ... 

She posed a few times in front of the reporters for them to take photos, then carried her 
dress and walked into the school. 

miss LAN, may I ask why you accepted the invitation to the freshmen welcoming party 
of Imperial University without a notice fee? ” 

sister xinmei, may I ask if it’s really a classmate from the medical school of Capital 
University who invited you? ” 

what are you going to perform tonight. miss LAN. ” 

The media followed closely behind blue heart Chao Phraya, but she was surrounded by 
many assistants and bodyguards. Some of them helped to hold up umbrellas, some of 
them helped to carry bags, and some of them helped to stop those pestering reporters. 

LAN xinmei raised her hand and gestured for her assistant to keep the umbrella. don’t 
be so ostentatious in school. 

“Yes, miss LAN.” The assistant immediately closed the umbrella. 

LAN xinxiao then looked at the reporter with a smile. the person who invited me here is 
a friend I’ve known for many years. You all know that I can’t stand girls acting 
coquettishly, so I agreed to help her. 

“Elder sister Xin Mei is indeed beautiful and kind in heart ...” 

“She must be very happy to have a friend like miss LAN!” 

in that case, Ms. LAN, there are rumors on the internet that you’re friends with qingyue 
and that you’ll be inviting her to the freshmen welcoming party today. Is this true? ” 

Hearing this, LAN xinxiao’s soft lips pursed. 

Of course, she had not contacted qingyue at all. She had pulled many strings in the 
entertainment industry these past few days, but those directors, producers, and 
investors were all as eager as she was to get qingyue to join them. 

LAN xinmei smiled gently. the netizens are very humorous now. 



Her answer was so ambiguous that no one could figure it out. She neither admitted nor 
denied it, so everyone could only continue to guess. 

will miss qingyue come today ... The reporter asked. 

LAN xinmei said softly, ” I think the possibility of everyone being disappointed is higher. 
Could it be that my beauty is no longer enough to satisfy the fans? Are you guys only 
expecting qingyue and not me?” 

Even though she had never asked for qingyue’s opinion. 

However, she thought that an international diva like qingyue would not pay attention to 
the rumors on the internet and would definitely not be interested in such. small event in 
University ... 

After all, no one in Imperial University could invite her. 

However, LAN xinxuan still did not make her words too absolute. However, she still 
denied this matter and used a humorous tone to change the topic to win a wave of good 
feelings. 

Ah, so goddess qingyue won’t be coming ... 

the rumor on the internet was so sure that sister xinmei and the goddess were friends 
and they would definitely come together. 

I’m disappointed. I’m really here to see qingyue ... 

However, no matter how well LAN xinxuan had organized her words, it was inevitable 
that qingyue’s fans would be disappointed. These words naturally fell into LAN 
xinxuan’s ears, but she still smiled faintly. 

I’m also very sorry that qingyue can’t make it. However, I’ll be giving everyone an 
exciting performance tonight. Everyone can look forward to it ... 

“Squeak-” 

Before LAN xinxiao could finish her sentence, an extended version of a business 
Maybach suddenly stopped at the school gate. The metal-black body of the car was 
even more luxurious than the nanny car just now. 

... 

Everyone instantly turned to look at the car! 

The driver got out of the car and opened the door of the back seat. 



The first thing she saw was a pair of bright pink and silver heels. The person wearing 
the high heels had slender ankles, and her white calves were vaguely exposed between 
the swaying skirt. 

The girl opened the door and got out of the car. 

She was wearing an exquisite mask, and her clear and lively eyes were hooked with a 
charming eyeliner. Her evil smile was soul-stirring, and her dark red lips were slightly 
curved in a sinister smile, instantly capturing everyone’s heart! 

“It’s ... It’s qingyue!” Suddenly, someone screamed. 

LAN xinmei’s pupils shrank slightly. She turned around and looked at the school gate 
when she heard the voice. She happened to meet Shi qinglan’s beautiful eyes, which 
were glistening with light. She recalled what she had just said and was a little choked up 
... 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved up slightly. 

She lifted her exquisite and gorgeous dress and walked proudly towards LAN xinxuan in 
her high heels. The reporters immediately swarmed over. 

“Qingyue ...” LAN xinmei’s pink lips moved. 

Cold sweat broke out on her palms as she wondered why qingyue would come and how 
much of the rumors she had heard. 

... 

However, Shi qinglan still asked in the end. She looked at LAN Xinyan with a sweet 
smile. I heard that miss LAN claimed to be my friend. 

314 Shi qinglan slaps LAN xinxuan’s face 

The media reporters were in an uproar when they heard this. 

They looked at each other and understood what qingyue was trying to say. It was 
obvious that she did not know LAN xinxuan at all! 

However, there had been rumors on Weibo some time ago, saying that qingyue might 
be attending the freshmen welcoming party with LAN xinchao as her best friend. 
However, LAN xinchao had neither admitted nor denied it. 

However, at this moment, the person in question had openly refuted this matter! 

“I’m sorry, I don’t know this miss LAN,” 



Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly, and her delicate eyes revealed a certain 
determination as she exposed the lie without any mercy. 

“You don’t know him? The two of them don’t know each other?” 

“Then why is it that the rumors on the internet are so confident? moreover, LAN xinxuan 
has never clearly refuted it ...” 

I’m afraid she’s just trying to benefit from qingyue’s popularity. Which celebrity doesn’t 
want to be associated with qingyue these days? ” 

how scheming. I used to think that she was quite gentle. 

Hearing the discussions of the people around her and also noticing the strange looks 
from the media reporters, LAN xinxiao forced a smile. 

She lifted her skirt and walked slowly to Shi qinglan. Her lips were slightly curved, and 
there was no sign of guilt. Instead, she looked very open. 

She reached out to Shi qinglan and said, ” I’ve long heard of your name, miss qingyue. 
Those things on the internet are just jokes made by the netizens. I’m sorry to have 
caused you trouble. I apologize on behalf of my fans. 

Shi qinglan lowered her eyes and glanced at the hand lazily. 

Her red lips curled up a little, and there was a hint of a smile on the corner of her lips. 
it’s a joke from the netizens ... Even if it’s a joke, you still have to give people a chance 
to catch wind of it, right?” 

In other words, if LAN xinxiao had not revealed something to others, everyone would 
not have guessed in this direction. 

The smile on LAN xinmei’s face gradually became unnatural. 

Seeing that Shi qinglan had no intention of shaking hands with her, she retracted her 
hand and hid her arm between her skirt. 

LAN xinmei smiled and said, “Ms. Qingyue, you may be a forgetful person. I think it’s 
probably because the fans took a photo of us in the same frame last year when we 
participated in the International Music Festival. 

“Is that so?” The corners of Shi qinglan’s eyes lifted slightly. 

Her charming eyes were sparkling, bright, and nonchalant. She chuckled. I don’t 
remember. 



However, the three words were like a slap to LAN xinmei’s face. 

She had thought of attending the event with qingyue as an honor, and even a stepping 
stone to build a relationship with her. However, she did not expect that she was nothing 
in qingyue’s eyes and did not even leave an impression on her. 

LAN xinyao did not expect qingyue to be so difficult to talk to. She was so unreasonable 
even in front of the reporters and fans ... 

“It’s fine.” She gave an understanding smile. 

She then smiled gently and said, ” if miss qingyue is willing, it’s not too late for us to get 
to know each other now. 

Upon hearing this, Shi qinglan slowly raised her eyes. 

Her eyes under the mask looked even more enchanting and charming. The eyeliner at 
the end of her eyes was slightly raised, and the red mole under her eyes looked both 
flirtatious and extremely bewitching. 

Her red lips smiled slightly, but her voice was cold. I’m not interested in female 
celebrities who claim to be my friends. 

Shi qinglan lifted her face slowly as she spoke. 

She looked at LAN xinxuan with a cold smile. Her smile seemed polite, but only when 
she really looked at her would one know that the rejection in her eyes was not 
concealed at all ... 

“You’re blocking my way, please move aside.” Her red lips parted slightly. 

LAN xinmei froze on the spot. She was a little stunned by qingyue’s words. However, it 
was obvious that qingyue had no intention of trying to get close to her. She simply 
pushed her away and left. 

The girl’s back was slender but proud, and the light around her seemed to be innate, 
seeping out from her bones ... 

“Qingyue ... Miss qingyue!” 

“Miss qingyue, please wait a moment!” 

The reporters snapped out of their daze almost instantly. When they saw qingyue 
holding up her dress and walking towards the campus, they immediately swarmed 
towards her, leaving LAN xinmei at the side. 



LAN xinxuan, who was surrounded by all the media just a second ago ... 

At this moment, there was no one around her. She was wearing a gorgeous dress, had 
exquisite makeup, and had countless assistants and bodyguards by her side, but she 
was so cold and quiet that she did not look like a popular starlet at all. 

There were only a few fans who were holding up their banners and shouting her name 
and slogan. 

But even so ... 

At this moment, it seemed a little ridiculous. 

“Elder sister Xin Mei ...” The assistant beside her looked at her worriedly. 

After all, LAN xinxuan was a popular celebrity in the entertainment industry and would 
be surrounded no matter where she went. However, she had no choice but to be 
defeated by an international diva like qingyue. 

She clenched her fists gently, feeling indignant. However, she still smiled and said, ” it’s 
alright, I’ve always respected senior qingyue. It’s normal for her to receive a lot of 
attention as an outstanding senior. 

“Let’s go to the hall too.” As she spoke, she lifted her skirt and walked away, but in order 
not to embarrass herself, she deliberately changed her route. 

.. 

The reporters carried their cameras and microphones as they gathered around Shi 
qinglan. I wonder if miss qingyue would be willing to let us do a small interview? I’ll be 
done in a few minutes!” 

“Miss qingyue ... Great-aunt qingyue!” 

The reporters ‘eyes were filled with eagerness. Only God knew how difficult it was to get 
an international diva like qingyue! 

If anyone could dig out any information about her, even if it was as small as a mosquito, 
or even a second of video, or even a blurry photo with extremely poor quality, they 
would be exposed in the media industry! 

Because ... It was already a blessing from heaven to be able to meet her! 

“You guys go ahead.” Shi qinglan stopped in her tracks. She slowly turned to the side 
and looked at the reporters with a faint smile on her red lips. 



One of the reporters immediately handed her a microphone and asked, ” may I ask why 
Ms. Qingyue is here at Imperial University for the freshmen welcoming party? ” 

... 

“I was invited by a friend,” Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved slightly. 

The reporter immediately asked, ” may I ask which friend it is? There’s a new student 
called han Yina in the medical school of Capital University. It seems that she’s the one 
who released the news and invited you to be a foreign aid ...” 

“Han Yina?” The corners of Shi qinglan’s eyes lifted slightly. 

That pair of flirtatious and charming eyes looked even more alluring when she looked 
up. I’m sorry, I’ve never heard of it. 

Hearing this, the reporters looked at each other. 

“Then ...” They wanted to continue asking who it was, but they were afraid that if they 
asked too much, the Empress would be disgusted, so they were a little hesitant. 

Unexpectedly, Shi qinglan took the initiative to speak. you want to ask who the friend 
who invited me here is, right? ” 

The reporter’s eyes instantly lit up as he looked at her! 

Shi qinglan’s voice was clear and melodious, with a tinge of charm and coyness. her 
name is LAN Chu, a new student at the Imperial University of Art. 

After she finished speaking, she smiled politely and left without continuing the interview. 

The reporters looked at each other again. After being stunned for a few seconds, they 
all took out their phones and started to search for this name! 

... 

LAN Chu! What kind of girl could actually be friends with qingyue! 

315 Han Yina was slapped in the face! 

Qingyue’s interview was quickly spread all over the internet! 

In fact, she didn’t know LAN xinxuan and han Yina at all, and it seemed that she was 
involved with a baby named LAN Chu. 



[ nansheng yimeng ] I knew it! How could goddess qingyue know a popular starlet like 
LAN Xinyue! Even if he wanted to make friends, he should at least choose someone 
with good acting skills ... 

[ baby Yue of mi Lu ] we’re not dating if you take away our goddess! Goddess qingyue’s 
popularity was not something anyone could take advantage of. 

[ zhui Yi ] I’ve seen the photos of the military training that the media dug out. Her baby 
face is so exquisite and beautiful, and her short legs are so soft and cute! 

[ truffle chocolate ] I want to be a fan ... 

[ jiusheng qingliang ] want to be a fan + the number of fans of goddess qingyue. 

There were countless keyboard warriors on Weibo. In addition to these mainstream 
voices, there were also countless people who criticized LAN xinmei for being too 
pretentious. There were also a few people who criticized qingyue for being too arrogant. 

However, qingyue’s fans all over the world were so bad that they quickly retaliated 
against the anti-fans ... 

At the same time, in the auditorium of Imperial University. 

The Hall’s decorations were spacious and magnificent. The lights on both sides were 
retro-designed, and the soft warm yellow light fell on the carpet on the stairs. The red 
velvet seats were full. 

At this moment, the curtains were closed, and the hall was filled with discussions. 

“Heavens! I have a friend who sent me a WeChat message. She said that she just saw 
qingyue at the entrance of Capital University!” 

The students around her immediately looked at her. 

Some of them almost screamed out loud, but they managed to cover their mouths in 
time. is goddess qingyue really here? ” 

“It’s true! It was absolutely true! I’ll show you my photos!” The student showed everyone 
the photos that her sister had secretly taken. 

This photo was obviously taken at the entrance of Imperial University ... 

Qingyue was dressed in a gorgeous gown and an exquisite and charming mask. She 
was surrounded by many media reporters and one could vaguely see half of LAN 
xinmei’s blurry side profile. 



“I’m going to faint ... Qingyue actually came!” 

“Weibo! Quickly look at Weibo! It’s a hot search on Weibo!” Another of qingyue’s die-
hard fans posted directions on Weibo for their classmates. 

Everyone took advantage of the fact that the freshmen welcoming party hadn’t started 
to quickly go and eat some melon seeds. 

This was an earth-shattering incident that caused quite a stir in Imperial University. 
Soon, the news spread to the sixth company, where Shi qinglan was in. 

qingyue actually managed to get invited to the gala! 

“My God ... I can’t believe it, it’s like a dream came true! I’m going to meet up with my 
idol, whom I’ve been a fan of for years!” 

that’s amazing. He actually managed to invite qingyue ... 

Everyone lowered their heads and scrolled through their Weibo, immersed in the 
excitement of knowing that qingyue would be attending the freshmen welcoming party 
of imperial capital University. At the same time, they also saw the interview that qingyue 
had done ... 

She said that she did not know LAN xinxuan and han Yina at all. 

She even said that she was invited by LAN Chu! 

The students couldn’t help but look at han Yina with a complicated expression. When 
they looked at LAN Chu again, their eyes were full of admiration ... 

However, han Yina had no idea about any of this. When she heard her classmates 
discussing qingyue’s presence, she could not help but raise her head proudly. 

didn’t I say that sister meixin would definitely be able to invite qingyue? ” 

Han Yina looked at everyone proudly. When she lifted her head, her eyes were full of 
joy. but you don’t have to thank me. Just thank sister xinmei for this. It’s all her credit. 

After hearing han Yina’s words ... 

The students who already knew the truth had even more complicated looks in their 
eyes, and they couldn’t help but feel repulsed by her. 

The company commander frowned slightly. He kindly tugged at the corner of han Yina’s 
shirt. you really don’t know what happened? ” 



“Of course I know.” Han Yina chuckled and said, ” it’s just that sister xinmei is here. She 
even brought her best friend, qingyue, with her. Isn’t that the case? ” 

Her tone was firm as she looked at the company commander. 

His upturned lips contained a smug smile. He was pleased with the two goddesses he 
had invited. Not only had they contributed to the company, but they had also satisfied 
his vanity. 

The company commander pursed his lips. you should look at Weibo yourself. 

Upon hearing this, han Yina’s eyes flashed with some doubts, but she was not 
completely stupid. She could tell from the eyes of the people around her that things did 
not seem to be what she thought ... 

Hence, she immediately took out her phone to check Weibo. 

“I heard that miss LAN claimed to be my friend.” 

“I’m sorry, I don’t know this miss LAN,” 

“Han Yina? I’m sorry, I’ve never heard of it. ” 

Shi qinglan smiled sweetly at LAN xinxiao and the reporter. Her charming and exquisite 
eyes were filled with confidence and determination. However, it was like a slap to han 
Yina’s face! 

“What ... What?” Han Yina’s expression changed slightly. 

Her hand that was holding the phone trembled slightly as an ominous feeling rose in her 
heart. She looked up and scanned her surroundings. 

The students of sixth company had already found out the truth from Weibo. 

They looked at han Yina with a complicated gaze. There was disdain, disdain, 
disappointment, and rejection ... 

In short, in their eyes, han Yina had completely become a person who talked big but 
was slapped in the face! 

“No, no, it’s not like this! I’m not lying to you!” 

Han Yina could not help but feel a little flustered. Her phone almost slipped from her 
hand and fell to the ground. She hurriedly explained, ” I never said that I knew qingyue. I 
only said that sister xinmei ... 



However, she suddenly stopped. 

This was because LAN xinxuan’s words were also false. No, it was not false. In fact, 
she had been ambiguous from the beginning to the end and had never given a clear 
reply. To say that she was lying was actually not true ... 

... 

Han Yina suddenly realized that she had been used! 

She clenched her teeth tightly, only to realize that no one cared about her explanation. 
Everyone was only concerned about the truth from qingyue’s words and had shifted 
their attention to LAN Chu. 

LAN Chu, you’re the little cutie. You actually know the goddess! 

“Why didn’t you say that you knew the goddess!?????????,???????????..” 

“I’m so envious of you! How did you two meet?” 

The students couldn’t help but look at LAN Chu with praise. 

LAN Chu blinked her eyes in confusion. She raised her hand and scratched her head, ” 
ah, I ... 

Actually, she had just found out that she was acquainted with qingyue. 

However, she did not expect that Xiao Qingqing would mention her name to the media 
without any hesitation. Was she not afraid of exposing her identity? 

“Whoosh-” 

At this moment, the lights in the hall suddenly dimmed. 

... 

All the entrance doors were temporarily closed, and the lights dimmed as the bell rang. 
The large auditorium was dark and quiet, with only a few faint blue safety lights flashing. 

The students reacted after a moment of silence. 

The freshmen welcoming party of Imperial University was about to begin! 

The entire Hall was filled with thunderous applause and cheers! 

316 Your little vinegar is online- 



A beam of dazzling spotlight suddenly illuminated the center of the stage! 

Then, the red curtain slowly pulled open, and the bright lights gradually filled the entire 
stage ... 

The two female hosts in gorgeous evening gowns and the two male hosts in suits were 
already standing behind the stage. 

With the opening of the curtains and thunderous applause, they officially announced the 
start of Imperial University’s freshmen welcoming party! 

ah, I don’t know Xiao Qing ... Wait, when is goddess qingyue’s show coming out?” 

LAN Chu’s clear eyes sparkled. She almost let the cat out of the bag, but fortunately, 
she reacted in time and stopped herself. 

After all, Imperial University was the top University in China. 

Most of the top students who could get into Imperial University were not nerds who only 
studied. They were people who were full of talent and had emotional intelligence. The 
programs were so wonderful that they made people scream! 

However, qingyue’s stage show had whetted his appetite ... 

Even though the programs that were laid out in front were wonderful, they still seemed 
ordinary. Even if LAN xinxuan appeared and sang the movie’s theme song, it only set 
off a few waves. 

“The Voodoo is the best! Xinyuan’s singing is so good-” 

“Oh my God, Meimei’s voice is so sweet, I’ve never seen any actor who can sing better 
than her! It’s simply an audiovisual feast!” 

“LAN Xinyu! The direction of my heart is in the depths of the water ...” 

The fans screamed and shouted LAN xinxuan’s name, and the loud slogan of support 
resounded in the large auditorium. 

LAN xinmei’s soft lips curved up slightly. She raised her hand and waved to the fans in 
the audience. Then, she lifted her skirt and walked down the stage. 

“Pa-” 

All the lights in the stadium went dark again! 



LAN xinmei had just walked to the side of the curtain when she was shocked by the 
sudden darkening of the lights. Her high heels almost stepped on the hem of her dress. 

Fortunately, she held onto the side curtain in time. After stabilizing her frightened state 
of mind, she looked back in the direction of the center of the stage. 

A veil slowly descended from the stage. 

A crystal-like butterfly fluttered its wings and flew past, sprinkling faint Starlight on the 
veil. A crescent moon was faintly visible in the upper right corner, and the butterfly 
slowly flew towards the crescent moon. 

” 

There was a sudden ear-piercing scream in the auditorium! 

The familiar background, the fluttering butterflies, and the half-moon made all the die-
hard fans think of one word-qingyue! 

“Qingyue! Qingyue! Qingyue!” 

goddess qingyue!!!!! 

“Wei is dead! I’m going crazy!” 

The coordinated, uniform, and loud shouts and screams almost overturned the roof of 
the entire auditorium. 

LAN Chu’s clear eyes seemed to be filled with stars ... 

She put her hands to her lips and looked at the stage with anticipation and admiration. 
She couldn’t help but hold her breath for the love of her heart. 

Shh ... a soft voice suddenly sounded. 

The hall suddenly quieted down, and all the audience held their breath. A figure could 
be seen vaguely behind the veil. 

Bo Li city, who had no interest in the evening party ... 

At this time, she finally lifted her chin slowly and looked at the direction of the stage with 
a deep gaze. She heard the slow flowing music. 

“Drip, drip, drip ...” 

It started with the accompaniment music of a stream of bluestone. 



The stage lights slowly spread out, and a slender and graceful figure appeared behind 
the gauze. The outline of the figure in a gorgeous dress and the black hair behind her 
shoulders could be vaguely distinguished. 

The girl’s head was slightly lowered at the moment. She closed her eyes gently and her 
slender Jade-like fingers were gently placed on her lips ... 

A beam of light shone from the side, casting a faint shadow on her long, curled 
eyelashes. 

Melodious music started to play slowly ... 

The clear and ethereal sound of water dripping, accompanied by the low and gentle 
sound of the guqin, created a Zen-like artistic conception in an instant. 

“The sound of the empty Valley, the sound of flowing water, and the sound of Sanskrit.” 

“Plucking the strings, drinking alone for a long time, who says desolation?” 

“When the string breaks, three lives of infatuation are broken;Facing the moon and the 
two shadows, drinking the flying snow of the rising stars ... Who will forget first ...” 

Shi qinglan slowly opened her eyes, and her ethereal voice slowly flowed out of her 
mouth, accompanied by a few notes of Gong Shang Jiao’s sexual conquest, instantly 
leading the audience to a paradise. 

This was the “Sanskrit sound ...” It was ” Sanskrit “, the song that had won qingyue’s 
first Golden Melody award and was crowned the heavenly Queen of the music industry! 

With the melodious singing, the veil was slowly raised ... 

Shi qinglan was dressed in a starry evening gown. The tube-top style showed off her 
sexy collarbones and fair shoulders. She held the tail of the dress with one hand and 
slowly walked to the front of the stage. 

The ends of her hair were slightly curled and fell on her shoulders, half covering her 
shoulders and collarbones, but it gave her a different kind of style and charm. 

” LAN Chu shook her legs excitedly, and she couldn’t help but cover her mouth and 
exclaim. 

Shi qinglan had a delicate face. Even though half of her face was covered by the mask, 
her every frown and smile was soul-stirring, and her red lips that moved as she sang 
were still as seductive as a demon, especially her pair of clear and beautiful eyes ... 

It was clear and lively, but it did not lack a bit of charm. 



Bo Zhicheng also raised his eyes to look at the girl, his red lips curved up slightly 
without a trace, and his deep black eyes gradually became filled with a little pampering 
and deep affection ... 

His girl seemed to be able to shine on stage. 

... 

Shi qinglan’s performance was still going on. Her melodious voice was like a stream of 
green rocks, blending into the background sound, the sound of the guqin, and the flow 
of water. There was a little sadness in her mellow voice, but there was also a bit of Zen-
like emptiness and clarity ... 

This was the unique charm that qingyue had. 

Using China classical instruments, seven strings and five notes accompanied the 
melody of nature, but it was enough to purify people’s hearts and bring shock! 

“Instructor Bo, you like qingyue too?” 

The instructor sitting beside Bo Li Cheng had already noticed his lack of interest, but 
when he saw him suddenly raise his eyes, he could not help but nudge him with his 
shoulder and ask nosily. 

Bo Yicheng indifferently tilted his gaze. also? ” 

“Yeah, I love qingyue so much! I’ve loved her for three whole years. She’s like the light 
of hope in my life. When I’m too tired and tired in the Army, I can always calm down by 
listening to her songs ...” 

“Speaking of which, I don’t know which army unit you’re from. You probably don’t know, 
but many people in our Army dream of marrying her!” 

As the instructor listened to qingyue’s performance, he lowered his voice and muttered 
to Bo Yucheng, who was beside him. 

Upon hearing this, the air around Bo Li Cheng suddenly turned cold. 

He looked up at the girl who was shining on the stage. The strapless design was 
particularly eye-catching, and the exposed shoulders and collarbones made him have 
the urge to rush up to the stage and put his suit jacket on her ... It was almost ready to 
move! 

... 

“You can’t love her.” The man’s voice was a little gloomy. 



His long and narrow eyes narrowed slightly, and the words that he squeezed out from 
his lips were extremely dangerous and full of oppression. 

317 Shi qingan confesses to goddess qingyue in public? 

The instructor looked at Bo chicheng with a dumbfounded expression. 

He was a little confused, but he inexplicably felt the temperature around him plummet, 
as if there was an iceberg beside him, exuding an endless chill to warn him ... 

“Brother, are you qingyue’s Secret fan?” The instructor sized up Bo Li Cheng with a 
complicated expression. 

Bo Zhicheng’s brows furrowed slightly. secret fans? ” 

“A sasaeng fan is ... For example, we old men like her who love qingyue so much that 
we even want to pry into her private life. We’ll follow her and try to dig out all kinds of 
information. We might even try to force her to marry us ...” 

Upon hearing this, the corners of Bo Li Cheng’s eyes lifted slightly. 

His cold lips parted slightly. I don’t need to cook secret fans. 

He had seen every inch of qingyue’s skin and there was no privacy at all. Her private life 
was undoubtedly his. As for forcing her to marry him ... 

You can’t use the word ‘force’, it’s begging. 

The instructor’s gaze on Bo Zhicheng became even more puzzled. However, he could 
also sense that something was not right, so he did not continue to ask and looked up to 
continue enjoying qingyue’s performance. 

At this time, the performance was already in the second half ... 

As the interlude played, Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved up slightly, and her charming 
eyes were filled with light. 

Her eyes drifted around the audience without a trace and soon locked onto a certain 
position-the man was too noble and elegant, even in the auditorium with ten thousand 
people, he was too outstanding! 

Bo Yucheng happened to be looking at her with his bright eyes ... 

When she met the man’s burning gaze, Shi qinglan’s eyes flickered slightly, and she 
avoided his gaze with a faint guilty conscience. 



Her red lips were slightly pursed, and the palm holding the microphone was a little 
sweaty. She inadvertently raised her hand to touch her neck ... 

Bo Li Cheng’s eyes looked at the girl’s hand with a deep gaze. 

Even though she had used Foundation to cover the Hickey, her subconscious action still 
exposed her. 

“Ha ...” Bo Li Cheng laughed in a low voice. 

His mood suddenly became much better, and there was a smile in his dark eyes as he 
admired the girl’s little movements with great interest. 

who will forget first ... 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted slightly, and her melodious voice slowly flowed out of her 
throat again, pulling the fans back to the mood. 

However, when she took a breath and was about to sing the next sentence, a clear 
male voice suddenly sounded, ” it’s hard to find a beauty, and it’s hard to find a 
confidant. I dare not forget you ... 

The entire Hall fell silent for a moment. 

It was not until the figure slowly walked out of the dark area to the front of the stage that 
the audience suddenly let out an earth-shattering scream! 

” I must be crazy!” 

“What ... How was that possible? I’m not blind, am I?” 

“Big brother! It’s actually big brother!” 

The fans couldn’t help but scream in excitement, and many of them even stood up 
uncontrollably. 

Bo Zhicheng’s eyes flickered. He saw Shi qingan wearing an elegant black tuxedo, 
holding a microphone and walking up the stage gracefully. 

Shi qinglan could not help but frown. 

She turned around and saw Shi qingan’s lips curved up slightly. He was looking at her 
with a warm smile. 



The man was holding the microphone with one hand and the other hand was half-
inserted in his black pants pocket. His every move was elegant and Noble, and the 
smile on his lips was warm and sunny. 

“You ...” Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted slightly. 

She clearly didn’t expect Shi qingan to appear here. Furthermore, she was caught off-
guard by her appearance on her program and cut off her song. She couldn’t help but 
feel a little stunned. 

However, Shi Qing ‘an chuckled calmly, and his gentle voice slowly flowed out of his 
throat. His voice was clear and gentle, and although it was not as clear and bright as 
qingyue’s, it was still very moving ... 

The fans inexplicably felt a sense of warmth from this sad song, as well as a sense of 
gossip. 

“Shi Qing an ...” Shi Qingyun gritted his teeth. 

He stared intently at the man who had suddenly appeared on stage and was causing 
trouble. He raised his hand to rub the veins on his forehead. 

He had specially come to Imperial University to keep an eye on Shi qingan ... 

Previously, they were wondering why this guy had never appeared before. They didn’t 
expect him to directly make his way onto the stage in such an earth-shattering manner! 

The aura around Bo Li Cheng became even colder ... 

His dark eyes were filled with danger. His gaze was locked on Shi qingan, and he 
couldn’t help but clench his fists tightly. However, this silliness only made him more 
furious! 

“Miss qingyue.” Shi Qing ‘an’s lips curved up slightly. 

He placed a bouquet of red roses in front of Shi qinglan and smiled at her gracefully. I 
wonder if I’ll have the honor of singing the next song with you? ” 

Shi qinglan was speechless. 

She lowered her eyes to look at the delicate and beautiful red roses. 

She felt an inexplicable chill down her spine, as if a cold gaze was staring at her, 
making her feel inexplicably guilty. 

“I ...” Shi qinglan had wanted to reject him. 



However, Shi qingan clutched her chest and pretended to be hurt. miss qingyue, our 
fans are all sitting down there. You can’t bear to see them laugh at me, can you? ” 

The corner of Shi qinglan’s eyes could not help but Twitch. 

She fell into a confused silence and looked at her second elder brother with a 
complicated expression, not knowing what he was up to. 

But no matter what Shi qingan was up to, the fans were so excited at the sight of this 
romantic scene that they wanted to flip the stage! 

” Candy, I think I hit a candy!” 

... 

“It really is big brother! I’m not blind, I’m not crazy, it’s really big brother!” 

“H-H-he ... “Ah!” Is this a public confession?” 

“I told you that the an Yue couple was locked in! How can this be called a confession? 
this is clearly an official announcement of love!” 

“Agree to his request! Goddess qingyue, say yes to him!” 

Although most of Shi qingan’s fans were his wife’s fans, as the nation’s husband, his 
marriage was also the biggest concern for his fans. After all, if he were to fall in love, he 
would lose a lot of fans ... 

However, this did not stop him from dating qingyue! 

After all, an international diva like qingyue was an object of envy, be it in terms of talent 
or figure. She was like a red spider lily in full bloom, poisonous yet extremely charming. 

There was no man in this world who was not worthy of him ... 

Hence, if Shi Qing ‘an was really in a relationship, his fans would probably only accept 
that he was in a relationship with a celebrity of qingyue’s caliber! 

“Miss qingyue?” Shi Qing ‘an reminded him gently. 

Shi qinglan bit her lower red lip lightly, her beautiful eyes slightly narrowed, and she 
inadvertently glanced at Bo Li Cheng, who was sitting in the audience. 

... 

She even felt a little guilty and panicked ... 



However, the fans had already forced them to this extent, and Shi qingan was waiting 
for them here. As the younger sister, she couldn’t possibly set her brother up, right? 

“Alright, then.” Shi qinglan answered with great difficulty. 

However, Shi qingan’s smile brightened instantly and she simply stuffed the bouquet of 
roses into the girl’s arms. 
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Shi qinglan was dressed in a starry evening gown, while Shi qingan was dressed in a 
black tuxedo. The girl was even holding a bunch of red roses in her arms. No matter 
how one looked at it, they looked like a perfect match. 

The bright lights fell on the two of them ... 

On the gorgeous and exquisite stage, a handsome man and a beautiful woman sang 
side by side. One of them had an ethereal voice, while the other had a clear and bright 
voice. When they looked at each other and sang together, it was really a bit thought-
provoking. 

“Ah ah ah ah ah I’m dead!” 

“The an Yue couple must be locked down tonight! Qingyue and her brother were a 
perfect match! Although I don’t want my brother to fall in love, I don’t think anyone else 
is worthy of my goddess!” 

“They’re too compatible! I can already imagine how beautiful their child will be in the 
future ...” 

“So sweet! So brother came to Imperial University’s freshmen welcoming party tonight 
for the goddess?” 

The fans ‘discussions rang in his ears. 

However, Bo Li Cheng only felt that it was very noisy. He furrowed his brows tightly, the 
undercurrent-like aura around him cold. 

He suddenly got up and left the audience with his long legs ... 

“Hey, hey, hey, instructor Bo, where are you going?” The instructors beside him were 
calling out to him in confusion. 

However, Bo Zhicheng ignored him. He pursed his lips tightly, and his entire face could 
not help but turn a little gloomy. When he took a step forward, his whole body seemed 
to be wrapped in a cold wind ... 



But the screams and cheers in the hall continued. 

tonight is your party. I’m just here to get some attention. Please don’t mind my 
appearance. 

Shi qingan’s lips curled up slightly. as for your goddess qingyue ... She’s probably just 
an innocent girl who was dragged into this by me. ” 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s beautiful eyes glanced at him. 

Her red lips curled up slightly, but the smile did not reach her eyes. She lowered her 
voice and sneered softly. it’s good that you know I was dragged into this by you. 

She took the microphone away so that only the two of them could hear her. 

Shi qingan was speechless. He choked at his goddess’s retort. 

In fact, what he said just now was just to send the fans away. After all, as celebrities, 
they shouldn’t disturb other people’s Gala. The stars tonight should be the freshmen, 
not them. 

And Shi Qing. an knew his own limits ... 

He knew that what he had done tonight would bring qingyue trouble. In order to not let 
his good feelings go down, he had said those words to get qingyue away from him so 
that he would not put her in a difficult position. 

I hope that everyone can start a new chapter at Imperial University. Tonight belongs to 
you. I wish you all a happy night. 

Shi qingan’s smile was as bright as the sun. After waving to her classmates, she turned 
around and walked off the stage. 

Shi qinglan looked at the fans below the stage with a sweet smile. you have a bright 
future ahead of you, and you will not let shaohua down. Good night. 

As soon as she finished speaking, she lifted her skirt and walked down the stage. 

The stage lights were gradually suppressed, followed by the host’s spotlight. The 
freshmen welcoming party was going to continue ... 

Shi qinglan’s footsteps were a little flustered after she left the stage. 

She lifted the hem of her dress with both hands, revealing her fair and slender legs. She 
quickened her pace in her high heels toward the changing room, afraid that she would 
be stopped by that silly Shi qingan. 



“Lan Lan ...” Nan jiyue also didn’t expect this. 

She had come with Shi qinglan, but Shi qingan’s schedule had been kept a secret. 
When he went on stage, he had walked to the other side of the stage. Nan jiyue only 
found out when he had already appeared on stage! 

Shi qinglan frowned slightly. what’s up with him? ” 

I’m sorry, this is my fault. I’ve already contacted the public relations team to deal with 
the scandal ... Nan zhiyue pursed her red lips and looked at her with an apologetic 
expression. 

Shi qinglan had specifically instructed them to clean up the scandal. 

He didn’t expect Shi qingan to “force herself on him” today and spread a scandal in front 
of all the new students of Imperial University! 

However, the situation forced Shi qinglan to have no way to refuse, and she could only 
force herself to cooperate and explain later ... 

“All the scandals have been dealt with.” Shi qinglan’s voice was cold. 

She didn’t blame Nan xiyue. After all, her own brother was too stupid. She couldn’t 
blame others. I’ll go change first. 

After all, she had been performing as qingyue, and Shi qinglan had not appeared since 
the start of the freshmen welcoming party. She had to change her clothes and return to 
the audience as soon as possible ... 

Besides, she wouldn’t be recognized by Shi qingan if she changed back to her original 
identity. Otherwise, she could imagine how awkward it would be if he saw her again! 

“Alright,” he said. Nan zhiyue nodded lightly. do you want me to accompany you? ” 

“No need. I’ll come out after I change my clothes.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted slightly. 
pretend to leave the Imperial University with qingyue first, so as to avoid suspicion later. 

Nan zhiyue nodded lightly and did as she was told. 

Shi qinglan pursed her red lips and pushed open the changing room door. She was a 
little tired from wearing high heels the whole night. Just as she was about to relax, she 
suddenly felt a figure pass by her. 

Bo Yucheng suddenly strode forward and pushed her against the door. 



He closed the door and locked it from the inside. The man put one arm on the door, his 
large palm pinching her chin and suddenly lifting it up. 

“Shi qinglan,” Bo Li’s long and narrow eyes were narrowed, his black pupils containing a 
faint anger. 

However, this anger was hidden and they didn’t dare to show it. 

Shi qinglan’s eyes flickered. She had not expected Bo Yucheng to be here, and her 
heart could not help but tremble a little ... 

master Bo, you’ve got the wrong person. I’m qingyue, not the qinglan you’re talking 
about. 

Upon hearing this, there were no waves in Bo Li Cheng’s dark eyes. 

His gaze slowly moved down to Shi qinglan’s fair neck. Although there was some 
Foundation to cover the kiss marks and to ensure that they would not be easily 
discovered on stage, they were very close to each other now ... 

The pink color could still be seen under the thick Foundation. 

“Ha ...” Bo Li Cheng laughed coldly in a low voice. 

... 

His fingers gently rubbed the kiss mark. Shi qinglan subconsciously turned her head to 
the side, trying to hide. master Bo ... 

“Still not willing to admit it?” The man’s voice was low. 

He rarely lost his temper in front of Shi qinglan, but Shi qingan’s behavior today had 
clearly angered him. In addition to the comments by his fans about them being a couple, 
it had completely ignited the bigotry nature deep in his heart. 

admit what ... Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted. 

She had some internal struggles. She probably knew that she could no longer hide it, 
but she could not help but feel a little guilty in front of men. 

Bo Li Cheng’s deep eyes looked at her. Those eyes were already deep and 
unfathomable, but at this moment, they continued to reveal a sense of darkness and 
danger. The aura around him also gradually became sinister ... 

He asked for the last time, ” you don’t want to admit it? ” 



Shi qinglan’s eyes drooped slightly, and she held her breath without saying anything. 

Who would have thought that Bo chicheng would suddenly reach behind her and 
suddenly tear her Starry Night evening gown apart? 

hiss ... the sound of fabric tearing was heard. 

Shi qinglan’s eyes widened slightly. She subconsciously put her hands in front of her, 
but Bo Yucheng put his hands on her shoulders and turned her around-the crescent 
birthmark was on the butterfly bone! 

... 

319 A scandal with another wild man, huh? 

Shi qinglan felt a chill down her spine. 

Her gown was torn apart by the man, revealing her fair and smooth back. The crescent-
shaped birthmark on her sexy butterfly bone was exposed to the air, directly colliding 
into Bo Li Cheng’s deep eyes. 

She crossed her arms in front of her chest to shield her body, and her eyes drooped 
slightly. ah Cheng, I ... Oh!” 

Shi qinglan was about to say something when Bo Yucheng suddenly pinched her chin 
and lifted her face, kissing her domineeringly. 

“..” 

Shi qinglan’s back was pressed against the slightly cold wall, but the man’s body was 
burning hot, engulfed in a violent mania and stubbornness. He only let go when she was 
almost out of breath. 

“You still want to quibble?” 

Bo Zhicheng cupped the girl’s face with his large palm. His deep eyes looked a little 
cold at first glance, but there was endless affection and possessiveness in the depths of 
his eyes. His paranoid gaze fell on her quietly. 

Shi qinglan bit her lip lightly. I’m not going to argue ... 

Her voice was very soft, and at this moment, it sounded a little delicate, like a little white 
Rabbit in front of the man who had suddenly released his aura. 



The girl was forced to raise her eyes to look at him. Although she was still wearing a 
mask, her charming eyes were wet at this moment. She looked like a little deer that had 
been bullied, wronged and innocent. 

“A-Cheng, I didn’t mean to ...” 

Shi qinglan tugged at the corner of Bo Zicheng’s shirt gently, tugging twice in a 
coquettish manner, her voice weak and lacking in confidence. 

She was indeed deliberately hiding it from Bo Li Cheng ... 

After all, she had done a lot of bad things using qingyue’s identity, and the scandal 
between her and Shi qingan had made her feel even more guilty. 

“You didn’t do it intentionally?” Bo Yicheng’s voice was slightly hoarse as he lowered his 
eyes to look at the girl. then why did you deny it, huh? ” 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s Red lips pouted slightly. 

She looked up at the man innocently, her wet eyes slowly blinking. ah Cheng, I was 
wrong ... 

The girl’s voice was soft and coquettish. 

When Bo Li Cheng heard this coquettish apology, the coldness around him suddenly 
soothed a little, like a fierce Wolf whose fur had been smoothened, the malevolence in 
his eyes gradually dissipated. 

He ruffled the girl’s hair with his large palm. 

Then, he slowly moved down and took off the mask that covered half of his face, 
revealing that familiar little face! 

It was just that after putting on exquisite makeup, this face appeared even more alluring, 
especially that pair of eyes that had been embellished. Because of the slightly raised 
corners of the eyes and the dark red mole, they appeared a little flirtatious. 

“Where did I go wrong?” Bo Li Cheng gently pressed his forehead against hers. 

His voice was a little gentler than before, and when he spat out these words, there was 
a faint sigh. 

In the end, he still could not do anything to the girl in front of him ... 



No matter how jealous he was, no matter how angry he was, no matter how paranoid he 
was and no matter how hard he tried to control his emotions, she could always make 
him come back to his senses with a single sentence. 

He couldn’t be fierce to her, and he never had the heart to do this. 

“I ...” Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted slightly. After a moment of hesitation, she bit her 
lower lip, too afraid to admit her mistake. 

Bo Yucheng’s voice was slightly deep. you’re rumored to be a couple with another wild 
man and you still accepted his roses, huh? ” 

Shi qinglan lowered her eyes and looked at her fingers guiltily. 

The main thing was that she had also asked Nan zhiyue to keep an eye on the scandal. 
It was just that Shi qingan’s actions tonight were a little coquettish ... 

“That’s my brother, my biological brother.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips pouted. my manager is 
already helping me clear up the scandal. 

The girl’s words sounded aggrieved. 

Bo Yucheng’s heart softened. He really couldn’t be angry with her, but he still held the 
girl’s face with both hands. I don’t care. I’m jealous, I’m already jealous. 

As soon as he finished speaking, he suddenly lowered his head and kissed her again. 

.. 

After Shi qingxun left the banquet, she went backstage. 

He was tall and his every movement was elegant and Noble, but his whole body exuded 
a cold aura, as if strangers were not allowed to approach him. 

“Brother, brother!” Shi Qing’s cheerful voice suddenly sounded. 

He had never revealed his identity in the entertainment industry, so he looked around 
carefully. After making sure that no one was looking in his direction, he strode over to 
Shi qingqiao. 

Shi Qingyun stopped in her tracks unwillingly. 

His cold eyes narrowed slightly. what are you doing here? ” 



“I’m here to look for qingyue, of course!” Shi qingan answered confidently. Then, he 
looked at him in confusion. besides, isn’t it normal for me to return backstage after a 
performance? ” 

Shi qingshang’s dark eyes narrowed. 

He pursed his thin lips and ignored her. He lifted his legs and walked towards the 
changing room backstage. Shi qingan was walking in the same direction as him. 

“Brother, why are you backstage?” He asked, puzzled. 

“It has nothing to do with you,” Shi Qingyun looked forward indifferently. 

Shi qingan’s lips twitched. Suddenly, he saw a staff member of the freshmen welcoming 
party walking towards him. classmate. 

Hearing that, the girl turned around. When she saw Shi qingan, she covered her mouth 
in surprise and almost screamed. 

Shi qingan walked towards her gracefully with a smile on his face. may I ask where 
qingyue’s dressing room is? ” 

“In ... In ...” The girl subconsciously pointed in a direction. it’s the one at the end of this 
corridor. 

However, she was not completely dazzled by the beauty and quickly regained her 
senses. but I think goddess qingyue has already left. I saw her manager taking her out 
of the hall. 

“He left?” A hint of disappointment flashed across Shi qingan’s eyes. 

... 

He gently pursed his lips, and after a while, he smiled brightly and said politely, ” I 
understand. Thank you. 

He believed that qingyue had left him. 

“No... No need to thank me!” The girl’s face was red from shyness. She covered her 
face and ran away in a panic. 

Shi qingan looked up in the direction the girl had pointed. He couldn’t help but feel his 
heart ache. am I that unattractive? ” 

He could tell that qingyue was in a difficult position when he was giving her the flowers 
on stage. 



Even after the performance ended, she seemed to be afraid of meeting him backstage 
and ran off in a hurry. 

“It’s a good thing to know your own limits.” Shi qingxuan’s voice was low. 

He looked at Shi qingan coldly. I’ve already warned you not to have any ideas about 
her. It’s impossible between the two of you in this lifetime. 

Shi qingan almost burst into tears. 

He looked at Shi qingqiao pitifully. wow, my dear brother, you’re really my dear brother. 
Even if you want to ruin my reputation, you can’t do it like this! 

There was no emotion in Shi qingshang’s cold dark eyes. 

... 

He slid his hand into his pocket and said, ” I’m not trying to ruin your relationship, but 
you two are indeed not suitable for each other. 

Shi qingan pouted and remained silent. 

He drooped his head in disappointment, as if he had been heartbroken before he even 
started dating. why doesn’t she like me ... 

Although he had not officially confessed to her yet, sending her flowers was already 
considered a hint, and qingyue had clearly rejected him. 

320 Do you still dare to? 

Shi qingyao glanced at his stinky little brother out of the corner of his eye. 

He raised his hand and patted his dog head with his big palm. you’ll find out about this 
in the future. I can’t save you. 

After all, with Shi Qing ‘an’s intelligence, even if she told him the truth, he would 
probably think that it was just an unreliable lie to stop him from pursuing his first love ... 

He would only give up completely if he found out himself. 

“Oh,” Shi qingan replied in disappointment. 

He lowered his head slightly, his hair falling down to cover his eyes. Suddenly, he 
elbowed Shi qingqiao. do you want to go to a bar? ” On the account that I’m 
heartbroken, accompany me to drink some wine ...” 



Shi Qingqi was speechless. 

He looked at the dressing room at the end of the corridor and pursed his thin lips. you 
should go home on your own. She didn’t even care about you, and you call that 
breaking up? I still have things to do.” 

“Oh,” Shi Qing ‘an replied unhappily. 

He knew that his brother was a taciturn person, so he turned around and left without 
asking what was going on. His back view looked a little lonely. 

From the corner of his eye, Shi qingxuan saw that his second brother had completely 
given up on treatment and left. He then walked over to his sister’s dressing room. 

.. 

The atmosphere in the dressing room was ambiguous, and the breathing was hot. 

Shi qinglan’s legs were so weak that she almost fell into the man’s arms. Bo Yucheng’s 
arm was around her waist as he supported her. 

His thin lips pressed against her ear. do you still dare to do it? ” 

“I don’t dare to.” Shi qinglan shook her head with a strong desire to live. 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng’s Red lips curled up slightly, and he pinched her small 
waist as if punishing her. go home? ” 

“Yes.” Shi qinglan nodded obediently without any resistance. 

However, just as the two were about to leave the locker room, a rhythmic knock on the 
door suddenly sounded. knock, knock, knock-” 

A hint of panic flashed in Shi qinglan’s eyes. 

She looked up at the man, her Lotus-like arms in front of her. The torn dress was 
obviously not suitable to see people at this moment ... 

Besides, she was now qingyue. If she were to be seen in the same room as a man, 
there would inevitably be some rumors and gossip. She was afraid that she would be 
the top of the Weibo hot search list tonight. 

“What do we do?” Shi qinglan lowered her voice and asked the man. 

Bo Li Cheng lowered his eyes to look at her gown, his gaze deep and serene. 



He had been a little impulsive just now because of the stimulation. When he tore her 
clothes, he didn’t think about the consequences of not being able to show his face to 
anyone. 

“Du, du, du-” 

At this moment, there was a knock on the door again, followed by a low and cold voice, 
“Lan Lan, it’s brother. 

Bo Li Cheng’s long and narrow eyes suddenly narrowed. 

Shi qinglan’s heart was put at ease when she heard Shi qingqiao’s voice, and she 
immediately revealed a sly smile. 

The girl lifted her pretty face slightly, and her red lips curled up slightly as she looked at 
the man provocatively. did you feel good tearing the dress just now? ” 

Bo Yicheng,”...” 

He pursed his lips and looked down at the girl. 

However, her charming eyes curved into crescents. I’ll see what you do when I explain 
to my brother later. 

Shi qinglan looked like she was showing off. She smiled with her bright eyes and white 
teeth. If she had her little sharp teeth, she would have shown them at this moment. She 
looked so triumphant that it was as if she was provoking him. 

“Do you feel honored to be seen by your brother like this?” 

Bo Zicheng’s thin lips pressed lightly against the girl’s ear, his large hands holding her 
fair shoulders, and the scorching temperature was quickly transmitted over. 

Shi qinglan looked down at her dress ... 

Although Shi qingxiao would definitely give Bo Zicheng a good beating, it was rather 
embarrassing for her brother to see her in such a cowardly state. 

She pouted her red lips. Just as she was thinking, she suddenly felt a little warmth on 
her back and shoulders. 

“I’ll put it on first.” Bo Li Cheng took off his suit jacket and wrapped it around the girl’s 
shoulders. 

Shi qinglan immediately smelled a familiar cold fragrance on the coat. 



Although her gown had been torn, Bo Li Cheng had only torn the back part to check for 
the birthmark, while the front part of her dress was still intact and the zipper at the waist 
was not damaged. 

At this moment, she was wearing a man’s suit jacket. If she didn’t say anything, no one 
would notice anything wrong with the dress. 

“Oh,” Shi qinglan pouted and responded softly. 

She lifted her hand and gently pulled off her suit jacket, wrapping it around her 
shoulders. Then, she slowly walked over and opened the door of the dressing room. 

What entered her eyes was indeed Shi qingxun ... 

He was dressed in a suit and leather shoes. His handsome face was cold and hard, and 
his eyes were indifferent. When he saw Shi qinglan, the coldness in his dark eyes 
gradually dissipated. 

“Big brother.” Shi qinglan’s voice was clear. 

“Yes.” yes, “Shi qingxuan nodded slightly and replied in a deep voice. He then looked 
up at the man standing behind the girl. 

He was not surprised by the appearance of the city. 

His scrutinizing gaze shifted down slightly and saw the man’s suit jacket draped over 
Shi qinglan’s shoulders. The girl was biting her lips lightly, looking abnormal as if she 
had done something wrong. 

“Why are you wearing his coat?” Shi qingxuan’s cold lips parted slightly. Perhaps it was 
his intuition as a sis-con, but he couldn’t help but feel a little sensitive to the intimate 
interaction between the two of them. 

Shi qinglan’s eyes flickered slightly as she raised her hand to gather her coat. 

Bo Zhicheng slowly walked to the girl’s side, his long arms wrapped around her slender 
waist. I’m jealous that Yu Lanlan is wearing a strapless evening dress. Don’t tell me that 
brother-in-law has to interfere in such a small matter? ” 

... 

“Is that so?” Shi qingxuan sized him up with a deep gaze, as if he didn’t think that the 
matter was that simple. 

He glanced around and noticed that the girl’s lips were red, as if they had just been 
gnawed by a dog. 



“Are we going home?” Shi qingxiao’s gaze landed on the girl. 

He didn’t pursue the matter in person because he knew that girls were thin-skinned, and 
even if he asked, it would only be disrespectful to her. 

Shi qinglan pursed her red lips. I still have something to do at school. I have to restore 
my identity and return to the audience later. 

It was rare for her to lie to her brother, so her voice was a little soft. 

yes, ” Shi qingxiao replied in a deep voice. She then glanced at the two of them and 
said to the girl as gently as she could, ” even though Capital University is a little far from 
home, if you want to move back home after school starts, just let me know. I’ll arrange 
for a driver to pick you up. 

“No need, no need,” Shi qinglan shook her head, then smiled sweetly. I’ll just stay in the 
dormitory with little Chu. 

She had previously promised Bo Li Cheng that she would go to the qinglan waterside 
Pavilion ... 

Shi qingqiao did not pursue the truth of the matter. She patted her head and said, ” 
alright, I’ll listen to you. 

He had come to Imperial University mainly to watch his sister’s performance. In 
addition, Shi Qing ‘an had caused a lot of trouble, so he was relieved to see that she 
was fine. He turned around and left after giving her a few instructions. 

... 

“Hu ...” Shi qinglan heaved a sigh of relief. 

She secretly sighed that it was fortunate that her brother had not discovered her. Then, 
she pushed Bo Yucheng out in a fit of anger. get out, you Dog Man. I’m going to change 
my clothes! 

Fortunately, she still had a set of student clothes with her! 

“Bang!” 

Bo Li Cheng was pushed out of the dressing room without warning. Seeing the tightly 
shut door, he touched the tip of his nose lightly. 

 


